PACKAGI N G IN STRU C TIO N S
Arthur / Antonia

At Schindelhauer, we are delighted when bikes arrive at our premises undamaged. Please pay particular attention to our
packing instructions.
Damage caused by inadequate packaging will be charged to the sender!
The following materials are required for packing:
Bicycle box*

Bubble wrap*

Foam tube*

Masking tape

Plastic bag*

Tools needed:

Only use masking tape, not normal
parcel tape!

Allen key
2,5 mm

*Material can be reused from delivery if necessary.
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The top tube must be fitted with the foam tube already
used on delivery. Without protection, the handle can
cause extensive damage to the paint on the top tube! If
the foam tube is no longer available, get a new one from
a DIY shop if necessary (tube insulation).

4 mm

6 mm
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Now remove the pedals. Note that the Allen key must be
turned clockwise to loosen the right pedal! The left pedal
is loosened by turning it counter-clockwise.
See the picture example with the right pedal.
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Next, wrap the pedals. Take a piece of cardboard and
place it between the pedals. Then wrap them with transparent film or masking tape. Make sure that the two
washers that belong to the pedals are also enclosed.
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Protect all parts of the bike that might touch the inside of
the box with masking tape to avoid damage to the paintwork during transport. This includes : Forks, seatstays,
frame bases, crank arms, brake housings. Important: use
masking tape and not normal adhesive tape.
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Now loosen the screw fixing the switch handle (1). You
will need a 2.5mm Allen key to loosen the screw. (This
step is omitted for the single-speed version of Arthur).
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Tilt the brake handles so that they are vertically downwards. Make sure there is no tension on the cables.
Then tighten the bolts of the gear and brake levers by
hand.

Then loosen the fixing screws of both brake handles.
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Now loosen the screw fixing the stem.
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Then turn the handlebars to the right so that they are parallel to the front wheel and tighten the stem clamp screw
by hand.
Make sure that the frame is protected by the foam tube at
all possible points of contact with the cardboard.

Now cover the handlebar with bubble wrap, which has
already been used in the delivery.
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Cover the saddle with a plastic bag to protect it, as shown
in the illustration.

Now place the two wheel wedges, which have already
been used on delivery, into the box. Make sure that the
wedge with the second fold at the back is for the rear
wheel.
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Pack the pedals and all the supplied accessories in a separate box.
Store it at the bottom of the large box, between the shipping wedges.

Then carefully lift the bike into the box. To do this, grab the
bike by the seat tube and head tube and make sure the
wheels are placed in the grooves provided in the transport
wedges.
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Take the transport triangle and place it under the saddle to
secure the bike in the box.
Attention: It is essential to ensure that the frame is protected by the foam tube. The transport triangle must never

Close the box.
Gently shake the box to make sure that all the parts of
the box are secure and that nothing moves. Then tape the
box shut.

rest directly on the paint!
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Please remove the shipping label with the delivery address, which was stuck on the box to be delivered to you,
or make it unidentifiable so that there is no confusion during the return delivery!

Our regular delivery address is the following:
Schindelhauer Bikes
Schlesische Str. 27
10997 Berlin
+49 30 695 3519-03

If you still have questions about the packaging of the
bikes, please contact our technical department:
service@schindelhauerbikes.de

